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RF.AMX2  
-- a DIY ‘RF bias’ condenser microphone experiment --
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Disclaimer -  I am not an experienced designer – this project is just a hobby experiment to try and check out the viability of creaing a simple RF 
biased type DIY condenser microphone. There may well be a number of theoreical ‘bloomers’ - but I can conirm that the circuit actually works 
– and I have built a second copy to prove the irst build wasn’t a luke...  (always a good idea with RF projects!)

Rogs: 03.2019

General - 
RF biasing of condenser capsules is not a widely used concept (only Sennheiser and Rode seem to ofer commercial versions at this ime). 
As a result  there seems to be relaively litle detailed informaion on their construcion ‘out there'. There have been discussions on DIY 
microphone forums, but a main drawback seems to be a lack of detailed informaion on the inductors used in the circuits that have been 
published – both in commercial schemaics and DIY projects.

The circuit shown above is based on a 1963 paper from the legendary audio engineer Peter Baxandall, describing the use of an amplitude 
modulated RF carrier type of circuit. You can ind a copy of that paper here: www.jp137.com/lts/Baxandall.RF.mic.pdf 
  

Circuit Descripion -

The most complex part of this type of this design is the selecion of the inductors.  For this project it was decided to try and ind a commercially 
available item to it the task. Ater much searching and experimentaion, I decided on trying out a couple of 5u3H IF cans from Spectrum 
Communicaions here in the UK.
 
You can ind the item on Ebay: htps://inyurl.com/5u3H-coil

The associated circuitry was then created to match these devices to a 10MHz crystal oscillator, to provide the necessary AM modulaion/de- 
modulaion funcion required.

The circuit is powered from a standard microphone 48V phantom power supply.  (That is 48V via 6.8K resistors) . 
The complete circuit will draw about 8.5mA, so R6 is chosen to allow around 12V to power the oscillator

The Colpits oscillator is constructed around Q1.  (R4 is included to allow the circuit to be tested before the inductors are ited).
R5 is chosen to limit the oscillator current to 8mA when T1 is tuned to resonance.
The centre tapped secondary of T1 is loaded with a capacitor bridge network comprising  C3, C4 and the microphone capsule. 
The microphone capsule is a ‘standard’ cheap 34mm Chinese K67 type, which has a capaciive value around 55pF.  The series/parallel 
arrangement of C3,C4 and the capsule create a load across T1 secondary of around 47pF, which allows the inductor to be tuned to 5.4uH for 
the circuit to resonate at 10MHz.

The juncion of C4 and the mic capsule is connected to the primary of T2, an idenical second inductor. The secondary T2 has a 47pF capacitor 
connected across it, which allows it too to be tuned to resonate at 10MHz.
When both inductors are calibrated, a p-p voltage of around 8V at 10MHz is presented to to anode of D1.

D1 R7 and C9 act as a simple envelope detector to demodulate the amplitude modulated carrier. 
(R7/C9 has an Fc of around 16KHz - other values can be selected as required).

The de-modulated audio is coupled via C10 to the 'Schoeps' type emiter follower output stage built around Q3.
Q2 and it's associated circuitry is ited to provide a balanced output, and to allow phantom power to be drawn from both 'legs'.
There is no audio fed to Q2, and the base is grounded to minimise noise.

The circuit works quite well for a irst atempt. The ability to select appropriate loading capacitors for the inductors allows for a high(ish) Q in 
the overall circuitry, which has helped with improving the sensiivity and keeping the noise down.

The prototype has been constructed  into a BM800 donor body, and onto stripboard. That may seem unusual for an RF project, but the 
inductors and associated circuitry were ited as a separate sub-assembly, to minimise any side efects of unwanted stray capacitance.

Detailed construcion notes can follow - if anyone is interested ?

© Rogs March 2019
  

Microphone Capsule
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RF.AMX2 - Construcion details

The project prototype has been developed to it into a BM800 body, and - perhaps unusually for an RF project - 
much of the circuitry has been ited onto a small stripboard.  This has proved to work OK in pracice, although 
clearly the low level RF signals would not be suitable for such an arrangement.  Therefore the inductors and the 
tuned RF secion is mounted separately onto a small sub assembly.

The project may essenially be considered to be in 4 parts:

• The BM800 donor 'frame'
• The mic capsule and mouning (A Chinese 34mm cardioid type K67  capsule has been used for the ptototype)
• The stripboard sub-assembly
• The inductor sub- assembly

The details of the various prototype sub-assemblies are described in detail below....

  

The Stripboard:

The assembly uses a small 24 x 13  hole standard 0.1’’ secion of FR2 stripboard. 
The photos and diagrams below detail the construcion of the board in stages.
The parts required for each new secion are included on the appropriate diagram…. 







Once the stripboard assembly is complete, it is next ited into the BM800 frame, and is connected via 3 x 
25 SWG TCW strands to the body mounted XLR plug. This is probably easier to achieve by removing the 
XLR from the body, adding the wires to the connector, and then insering the connector back into the 
body with the stripboard atached (but not yet soldered). Once the stripboard and the XLR are in posiion, 
an addiional wire link is connected across the centre of the assembly, through the 2 original screw 
mouning holes and into the stripboard holes located at locaion 11 on both of the edge rows (1 and 13).
All 5 TCW connecions are then soldered, ensuring the stripboard is ight against the frame
Photos below outline the procedure....

At this stage, check the stripboard for errors and solder bridges – and then check it again!
 
Now plug the XLR into a suitable 48V phantom powered preamp, and make some preliminary 
measurements with a DMM and an oscilliscope. 
If the oscillator is running correctly, you should be able to use the oscilliscope to measure a 10MHz 
frequency of around 6v p-p  at the let hand end of R4.

If only a DMM is to hand, you can assume the oscillator is running OK - if the following measurements 
check out:

• Q1 collector – c.33.2V
• Q1 base – c.28.8V
• Q1 emiter – c. 29.3V  



The Inductor Sub-assembly:

As menioned earlier, trying to it the low level RF parts of the circuitry onto stripboard is not going to 
work very well. So the 2 inductors – along with C3 and C4 – were ited to a sub-assembly that sits above 
the stripboard.
At this prototype stage, the inductors were mounted onto a card ‘sandwich’ to help minimise any external 
conducivity issues. Not very elegant, but useful to help with the ‘proof of concept’.
A schemaic and  images of the ideas are listed below:

        6         5                     4          3                                      2         1       

  25 SWG TCW connecions to  main stripboard (see complete layout for locaions )

        6         5                     4          3                                      2         1       

  Sleeving

  Sleeving

n.c.

  Sleeving

  47PF 50v mlc

  22PF 50v mlc

  RF.AMX2 -  5u3H inductor sub assembly wiring connecions (PIN VIEW)
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  (Cans are mounted on card for simplicity and to maintain electrical isolaion)





Extra assembly details:

There is an extra link to it, which I found helped with a grounding problem.
As it stands, the grounding of the BM800 body depended on the XLR mouning screw, which proved 
unreliable. An extra wire link was ited to the stripboard, with an eyelet screwed to the case via one of 
the headbasket screws.

Finally, there is a solder bridge to be made on the track side, between W 4 and 5.  
This is simply because I ran out of space for an extra link!...



Calibraion:
 
Once assembly is complete, it simply remains to calibrate the two inductor cores for maximum resonance.

Use an oscilloscope with a bandwidth of at least 20MHz, and a x10 probe with an input loading of 
10MOhms and less than 15pF for an accurate reading.

The screenshots of the 2 waveforms shown below are both taken with a 1 volt/division seing.

The irst waveform shows about 4.5 volts p-p measured at pin 5 of the inductor assembly (T1 end of R4)

The second shows about 8 volts p-p measured at pin 1 of the inductor assembly (D1 anode)

Project Observaions:

This prototype mic constructed as described above has given quite a good account of itself for such a 
simple project.

Clearly, there is room for much improvement ---a  proper PCB layout would make it easier to construct, for 
example!

Further experiments to try and help reduce the noise loor, and to perhaps improve the sensiivity?

The later may well be achieved by selecing inductors that are beter matched to the project 
requirements, but to date I have found none ‘of the shelf’ as it were..

Over to the experts there I think!….

It’s been fun to try, and I look forward to seeing if others coninue to experiment with the concept?….
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